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i just watched the movie and felt very disappointed. its like the director has even seen a copy of the movie and has it as a reference. the only thing that was good was ali zafar's performance. other than that, it was just so bad. what a shame. rajat kapoor is too goofy for me to take seriously as an actor. i don't see how his
character fits into the plot. katrina is the only one who works. i wouldn't call the whole film a two-hour katrina commercial, but her performance is great and she is lovely. the scene where the two brothers meet was the only thing that made the movie worth seeing. the movie is a song and dance film. it tells the story of two
brothers, luv and kush. the story of this movie is very predictable. it's interesting to know that both the brothers are actors and they are good at that. the movie has a lot of high points. the first one being the chemistry of katrina and imran. it's really a shame that they are not given more screen time together. i would also
like to mention that the chemistry between the two siblings is just brilliant. it's really a shame that they don't get to work together more often. this is a waste of your money, you will watch the movie only for its commercial value and will not enjoy it for its content. i think you will like it if you are a big fan of bollywood and
you dont mind it is bollywood style. you will enjoy the movie if you have a sense of humor. if you are one of those who wants a true hollywood style, dont waste your money. directed by ali abbas zafar, and scripted by manohar ghosh, mere brother ki dulhan is a mixed bag. while its first half offers some welcome respite

from over-the-top hindi cinema, its second half is full of forced humour and unoriginal writing. the big problem is that the film is simply too similar to parzania, the 2011 comedy by lakshman; both feature a man who has to woo a bollywood actress who lives with her brother. zafar, who directed the parzania remake chahat,
has simply made a film where the parzania script has been imported and pasted over a film with a trite plot and a substandard story. 5ec8ef588b
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